[Effects of region of interest settings in signal-to-noise ratio measurement of clinical images using arrays of multiple receiver coils].
In many clinical imaging procedures using arrays of multiple receiver coils, a uniform sensitivity process is performed using the sensitivity distribution from the body coil. This causes the noise to be uneven, and background noise cannot be used when measuring the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR of clinical images with sensitivity correction using arrays of multiple receiver coils sets the region of interest (ROI) in the region where the signal is uniform, and is limited to the identical ROI method where measurements are taken with noise from the identical region. When SNR is measured with the identical ROI method, uneven noise caused by sensitivity correction as well as the signal strength distribution within the ROI of the object is reflected in the noise. Therefore, evaluation must be performed in as localized a position as possible. Measurement error becomes small on images with higher resolution, and if ROI larger than 10×10 pixels can be set in a region of even signal, SNR measurement of clinical images with less underestimation may be possible.